Geography end of year expectations – Year 3 – All, Most and Some
A.
1. ALL: I can use some geographical words to describe a place
Geographical MOST: I can use correct geographical words to describe a place and the things that happen there
skills and
SOME: I can use correct geographical words to describe a place and explain why things happen there
fieldwork
2. ALL: I can recognise basic OS map symbols
MOST: I can recognise and use basic OS Map symbols
SOME: I can explain the purpose of OS Map symbols

B. Human
and Physical
geography

3. ALL: I can use maps and atlases appropriately with support (using contents and indexes)
MOST: I can use maps and atlases appropriately by using contents and indexes
SOME: I can use maps and atlases appropriately by using the contents, indexes and key information on the map
1. ALL: I can describe how volcanoes are created
MOST: I can explain how volcanoes are created *
SOME: I can explain how volcanoes are created at different plate boundaries
2. ALL: I can understand how earthquakes are created
MOST: I can describe how earthquakes are created
SOME: I can describe how earthquakes are created and refer to examples
3. ALL: I can identify the main features of a river
MOST: I can explain which features can be found at different parts of a river
SOME: I can explain how some features of a river are formed

C. Locational
Knowledge

1. ALL: I can name the two largest seas around Europe
MOST:I can locate and name the two largest seas around Europe
SOME: I can locate and name the two largest seas around Europe and identify some countries located on their coastlines

2. ALL: I can name some of the world’s most famous volcanoes
MOST: I can locate and name some of the world’s most famous volcanoes
SOME: I can locate and name some of the world’s most famous volcanoes and describe the impact of volcanic eruptions
3. ALL: I can locate Europe and name three of the largest countries within it
MOST: I can name a number of countries in Europe
SOME: I can locate and name a number of countries in Europe
1. ALL: I can name the capital cities of Britain’s closest European neighbours.
MOST: I can name and locate the capital cities of several neighbouring European countries
SOME: I can name and locate the capital cities of most neighbouring European countries

D.Place
Knowledge

1. ALL: I can name some physical features of a particular place
MOST: I can explain why a locality has certain physical features
SOME: I can explain why a locality has certain physical features with reference to other physical features

